Tod’s presents the new eyewear collection, which revolves around two distinctive themes.
Iconic, that includes standout frames characterized by exclusive leather details stemming from special manufacturing
techniques. Threading, a unique stitching technique that is entirely handcrafted by expert Italian artisans and is
dedicated to women’s styles; and braiding, the skillful art of braiding colored strips of leather together to lend a
distinctive and handcrafted feel to every single product. The Timeless theme redefines beauty, reinterpreting icons of
the past with a contemporary twist through vintage-inspired frames defined by the distinctive Timeless “T” logo, Tod’s
instantly recognizable metal detail that recalls the brand’s leather goods collections, for timeless elegance. Its signature
elements include a selection of premium and modern materials inspired by Tod’s luxury world, which is transposed into
exquisitely designed and highly functional styles.
In the new eyewear collection, the iconic Timeless T is presented in a larger version, to enhance this perfect detail that
is a distinctive signature element personalizing all the new Tod’s accessories collections.
New entries of the collection include clip-on glasses, to add that extra touch of character and functionality to the frame
or to change your look in a click.

Sunglasses Collection
TO0294
A pilot shape defined by the precious “T” detail on the front, a signature element that is a byword for Tod’s. A sleek
structure lends an extremely lightweight feel to the style, designed for fashion addicts who love modern and stylish
accessories.
TO0299
Women’s retro-inspired sunglasses characterized by a square shape and precious leather-covered temples. A skillfully
handcrafted detail, for a unique style that perfectly embodies the concept of “Made in Italy” craftsmanship. The ideal
accessory for classy, detail-oriented women.
TO0300
Women’s rounded sunglasses with a retro flair. The iconic “T” logo is featured in a larger metal version on the sides of
the frame, as a distinctive and unmistakable signature element that personalizes all the new Tod’s accessories
collections. The perfect choice for fashionable women wishing to always be on trend.
TO0301
Women’s large squared sunglasses with a retro allure. The iconic “T” logo is featured in a larger metal version on the
sides of the frame, as a distinctive and unmistakable signature element that personalizes all the new Tod’s accessories
collections. The perfect choice for fashionable women wishing to always be on trend.
TO0303
Rounded sunglasses featuring an ultra-slim metal construction that conveys a lightweight feel. The metal temples are
embellished with the iconic leather detail in fine hues recalling the lens colors, while enameled inserts adorn the front.
TO0304
A pilot design defined by the exclusive leather braided detail on the temples in fine hues recalling the lens colors, while
enameled inserts adorn the front. A sleek structure makes the style extremely lightweight and comfortable.
TO0307
Men’s navigator acetate sunglasses with a retro yet definite on-trend appeal. The classic handcrafted leather braided
detail enhances the acetate front. An easy-to-wear design for a casual and timeless look.

TO0312-H
These fashion show sunglasses feature a pilot shape revisited with softly rounded profiles, for a fierce attitude. The
design is characterized by a double bridge, an ultra-slim metal construction and the iconic Timeless “T” on the temple
hinges, a signature element of Tod’s.
Exclusively available in two colorways: a gloss metal version with yellow lenses, for a sophisticated look, and a dark
screen-printed metal version with blue lenses, for a sportier appeal.

Optical Collection
TO5246
A classic Tod’s frame, the optical style features the house’s iconic leather threading along the temples. Thanks to its
sleek structure, this style is extremely lightweight and comfortable.
TO5256
A retro-inspired squared optical frame defined by the precious “T” detail on the front, a signature element that is a
byword for Tod’s. A sleek structure lends an extremely lightweight feel to the style, designed for fashion addicts who
love modern and stylish accessories.
TO5257
A retro-inspired rounded optical frame defined by the precious “T” detail on the front, a signature element that is a
byword for Tod’s. A sleek structure lends an extremely lightweight feel to the style, designed for fashion addicts who
love modern and stylish accessories.
TO5262
A new women’s slightly cat-eye design with a clip-on, which makes the glasses trendy yet extremely functional. The
frame is characterized by the iconic Timeless “T” metal logo on the temples, for a unique and unmistakable flair. The
perfect choice for fashionable women desiring to always be on trend.
TO5263
A new men’s squared design with a clip-on, which makes the glasses trendy yet extremely functional. The frame is
characterized by the iconic Timeless “T” metal logo on the temples, for a unique and unmistakable flair.
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